
A3 Exit

Okura Hotel (main), Banquet venuemarks indicate the place and direction 
of the picture on the right.

Tsukuba center #6 bus stop, at which buses 
depart  to go to Univ. of Tsukuba

At Tsukuba St.,  go out from A3 exit.
Then, move to the #6 bus stop and wait 
for a bus coming. 
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At Tsukuba station (Tsukuba Center)



Get on the bus from the central door on the left.

Take a ticket if it appear.
(This is the case you take a bus to “Tsukuba 
Daigaku Chuo”.)

Take a bus to

or 

It takes about 10 mins. from “Tsukuba Center” 
to “Dai-San Area Mae”.

“Tsukuba Daigaku Chuo”.

“Tsukuba Daigaku Junkan (Migi-Mawari)”.
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in Chinese letter

The University of Tsukuba Loop-line On-campus Bus route
(Getting off at “Dai-San Area Mae” bus stop to arrive Tsukuba Campus, Area 3(venue))

筑波大学循環（右回り）
in Chinese letter

筑波大学中央
in Chinese letter

筑波大学循環（左回り）
in Chinese letter

第
三
エ
リ
ア
前
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In the bus 

Near “Dai-San Area Mae” 
push a button like these to inform you will get off at the next stop.

Prepare 270 yen.

第
三
エ
リ
ア
前
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“Dai-San Area 
Mae“ bus stop

From “Dai-San Area Mae“ bus stop, you see the following  scene. 

Get off at “Dai-San Area 
Mae“ bus stop from the left 
door near a driver.

When you get off , put 270 yen into a box.
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Venue
University of Tsukuba
Aera3 3A/3B building
(Registration 3A 2nd floor)

Caution when you 
go across. Cars run 
on the left side!

The way from the “Dai-San Area Mae“ bus stop to the venue ~300 m

Go up the stairs.

marks indicate the place and direction of taken pictures appeared later.
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Dai-San Area Mae
Bus stop

There are student 
cafeterias and 
restaurants. (1st floor)

Barrier free route.
(We have elevators)
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B1
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From Tsukuba Center Bus terminal

1

Go cross the street.

2

“Dai-San Area 
Mae” Bus stop

Barrier free route. 
This way.
Please see Page 9-10
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Go straight 
150m.
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3A Building



5

Registration Desk
3A Building 2nd floor

6

3A Building

7

8

Go up the stairs.



Barrier free 
route.

Barrier free 
route. This way.

There is a lift 
to the left hand 
in the entrance.
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3A Building

B1 B2

B3 B4



Go to 2nd floor 
by the elevator.

Go to the right of 
the end of the 
corridor.
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B5 B6

B7 B8

Get off at 2nd floor.
Go this way.

Office area

B9

Go to the left of 
the next corner. Registration 

desk is here.

Office area


